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Medium natural protein range cubes (18-257o pro-
tein) are designed to be used with cattle on medium to good
quality forage. This type of cube, if of high quality, is about
a 40-60 mixture of high protein concentrates such as soy-
bean meal or cottonseed meal and the grains such as corn
or milo. A number of satisfactory by-products such as

wheat middlings, hominy feed, rice bran, molasses, etc.,
along with dehydrated alfalfa meal can be used in their
manufacture. These products provide some protein, and
energy..in the form of carbohydrates. This is in contrast
to the high protein cubes which are made up of protein
concentrates which are very low in carbohydrates. The total
energy content of high and medium protein cubes is about
the same even though the medium protein cubes are often
referred to as high energy products. It is almost alwals
necessar) to feed twice as much oJ a 20 % cube to get thz same results

as 2ou would expect with a 40% protein cube.

When cattle need additional energy for increased pro-
duction beyond what is provided by a medium to good
quality forage the only practical way is to use the grain
concentrates. At the same time many of these forages re-
quire protein and possibly phosphorus supplementation,
thus the need for the medium protein concentrate. With
the better quality forages these products work quite well.
If the forage quality is too low the carbohydrates in these
cubes will cause a sharp drop in the digestibility of the
forage. When this occurs the level of cubes fed must be
increased to overcome this limitation, or it may be more
economical to change to the high protein (38-41%) range
cubes or switch to a better quality forage.

In most years the medium protein range cube is much
less expensive to manufacture and buy than the high pro-
tein product. This is an advantage for the cattleman who
has produced high quality forage for his winter feeding
program.

How much Jiber should the cube contain?

This is a diffrcult question to answer because some
feeds with a fairly high frber level are very good and some

are very poor. To illustrate this point, fiber levels of several
common feeds are as follows:

Alfalfa Hay (17 % Protein)
Cottonseed Meal (41 /o Protein)
Soybean Meal (44% Protein)
Rice Hulls (3 /o Protein)

3l% Fiber
13% Fiber

7 7o Fibet
44% Fiber

Rice hulls, which contaln 44% crude fiber, are vir-
tually indigestible by cattle. Their only use is to provide
cheap source of bulk in high grain rations. Alfalfa hay, on
the other hand, contains 37% fiber but is readily digesti-
ble and furnishes some energy along with its protein. Cot-
tonseed meal is fairly high in fiber itself but is one of the
best sources of protein for cattle. The point is that the fiber
level in a medium protein range cube must be considered
in light of the ingredients in the cube. Producers should
not be afraid to ask what is in the feed they are buying.
A range cube with alfalfarrray be more desirable in many
circumstances, such as for cattle on native range whereJrigh
grain supplements might discourage forage intake by the
cattle. On the other hand, a producer needing a cube for
calves grazing high quality forage or fed good quality hay
might want to buy a cube that is low in f,rber and high in
grains since the grain would be well utilized as an energy
source with the excellent forage. Caution should be exer-
cised in buying cubes with over 70% fiber, however, to
be sure of the source of the fiber. Remember that if we
automatically reject all cubes with more than 707o fiber,
we will reject cottonseed meal.

I liae in Southeast Oklahoma. M1 cous are wintered on dr2

grass but there is alwals a small amount of green fud aaailable.

Should I use 20 or 407o Protein cubes?

There are three considerations which you must take
into account. The first is cost per unit of protein. This
usually means that the 20/o protein needs to cost half as

much as does the 407o cube if protein is the primary con-
cern. The second is the potential benefrt that your cows
may receive from a little more energ'y. If forage is slightly
limited the energy benefit may be large. The third con-
sideration relates to the amount of feed to be fed. In many
cases the cattle, because of some 'green pickins' may need
only .40 pound of supplemental protein per day. You may
find that you can not get even distribution of feed among
the cattle unless you feed a larqer amount at a time.
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Most of m1 neighbors haae used 207o protein cubesJor winter-
ing cows and seem to haue good results. Should I consider arytthing
else?

It is always wise to follow a program that is working,
however, it may cost you more money some years. Be sure
to compare the cost per unit of protein and usually buy
the one that gives you the most per dollar. The exception
to this rule is when your cattle need both supplemental pro-
tein and additional energy (more feed).

Forlt pucent range cubes cost $196 a ton and 20% cubes cost

$138 a ton...Wich is the best buy, and how rnuch does a unit oJ

protein cost?

To answer the second part of your question first, in
the 40% cube you get 800 pounds ofprotein for $196 (2000
x .40 : 800). In the20% cube you get 400 pounds ofpro-
tein for $138. Dividing $196 by 800 gives $.245 or 24%a
per pound ofprotein, and dividing $138 by 400 gives 9.345
or 34%0 per pound. If all you need is protein the 40%
cube is much cheaper, however if your cattle need more
total feed the extra energ'y in the 20% cube can replace
some of the need of purchased hay.

M7 cows are a little thin and i amJeeding a good qualitl ber-

muda grass hay. Will 20% Frotein range cubes help the cattle regain
condition?

A 20% cube will likely help improve conditions on
the good bermuda hay. In this case you need a cube that
supplies both protein and energy and the 20% cube does
this. With an excellent hay such as alfalfa or an excellent
grass hay such as immature fescue, which may have more
than 14% protein, a low-protein, high-grain cube would
be better. Good alfalfa and fescue hays already have am-
ple protein and therefore, need only energy.

I haue beenfeeding 3 lb. of cottonseed meal to m1 spring cala-
ing cows grazing natiae range inJanuarl. They seem to do all right
until the weather turns real cold and we haae snow and ice. Would
I be better of to switch to 6 lb. of 20% cubes under tluse conditions?

Your cattle would get more total energ'y with 6 lbs.
of 20% cubes but probably not as much as we might predict
from doubling the daily amount of feed. This again is
because the cows will eat less forage. Flowever, in cir-
cumstances where more energy is needed than we can get
from roughage and protein cubes, there are only two alter-
natives; feed more pounds of an energy cube or switch to
a better quality roughage. In the case here, we would have
to full-feed a good quality hay during the cold period if
it was not possible to feed the larger amount of energy cube.

I normall2 use 407o protein cubes in m1t wintering program,

but this yar I am going into the winter with less forage than I need

to get safell through the winter. Would 20% cubes fed at tutice
the rate (I tuual\ Jeed 40's) stretch m1 forage supply?

Yes. The cattle will eat less forage in response to the
extra supplemental energy. The main consideration is the
cost of stretching forage supplies with supplement vs. hay.

Are 20% range cubes containing ureo. as good as those not

containing urea?

No. The key to the utilization of urea in any ration
is the energy content of the ration. The most effircient use
ofurea occurs in feedlot rations which contain about 7 5Vo

or more grain. On the other hand there is about zero use
of urea with very low energy diets such as winter rahge
or low quality grass hay. With medium quality diets such
as corn or sorghum silage or good quality hay, performance
of cattle fed urea-based supplements will range from
25-80% of the performance expected from good natural
protein supplements.
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